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In 1857 physician John Schmidt Jr. of East 12th Street, New York, added a codicil 

to his will and testament in Charleston, South Carolina. Providing for his wife and children, 

he bequeathed his great-grandmother’s gold shot beads to his niece Ursule Arnold, his gold 

watch to his son Charles Henry Dodge Schmidt, and his father’s watch to his daughter 

Ella.1 Why did Schmidt file his will in Charleston, and who were his family? The history 

of the extended Rossignol-Dumont-Schmidt family, with its questioning of racial 

identities, offers a case study in the evolution of Charleston’s attitudes toward its mixed-

race denizens. Wealth, professional standing, and in their case, Francophone emigration 

and Catholicism, gave the family at least two generations of stability and acceptance. But 

by the 1820s and 1830s that stability was challenged in law courts and in the court of public 

opinion. 

Schmidt’s great-grandmother Anne Rossignol was born in Senegal and lived in 

Saint-Domingue before moving to Charleston, South Carolina, in the 1790s.  She was 

known to be of mixed race, a circumstance of little note within the racial hierarchy of the 

French Caribbean but a circumstance fraught with complexities in Charleston. Historians 

emphasize different aspects of Rossignol’s history, making her life and career a leitmotif 

for an independent, free French citizen of African origin who made her own fortune.  For 

example, Dominique Rogers portrays Rossignol as the paradigm of Saint-Domingue’s 

wealthy free women. Stewart R. King sees Rossignol as an example of social advancement 

as well as a woman of extraordinary means. Rogers and King combined their research to 

explore the agency of free women of color in Saint-Domingue’s port cities. They find 

Rossignol a paradigm of business sense and wealth. For Lorelle Semley, Rossignol 

exemplifies issues of race, color, status, citizenship, and gender in the eighteenth century. 
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Pierre Force and Susan Dick Hoffius decide that Rossignol and her daughter Marie-

Adélaïde Rossignol Dumont were rare but not the only Senegalese woman in Charleston.  

They attribute the family’s downfall to a growing awareness of scientific racism. Susan M. 

Socolow, on the other hand, investigates Rossignol’s slave-trading enterprise.2  

In this essay I explore Rossignol and her family’s life in Charleston which was 

modulated by numerous neighbors and business associates in the Saint-Domingue exile 

community of South Carolina’s cosmopolitan city of wealth, luxury, and pleasure. Her 

daughter Madame Dumont, however, had fewer ties to the Francophone exile community, 

and Dumont’s children and grandchildren were, for all purposes, thoroughly anglicized.  If 

Rossignol’s family initially settled well, the community itself changed over three 

generations.  By the 1830s, the descendants of a proud, mixed-race women of note no 

longer had a reliable, nurturing community. In fact, that community had moved beyond 

accommodation to rejection of mixed-race identity, and Rossignol’s family paid the price.3 

Rossignol was the matriarch of a multicultural, multigenerational kinship network.  

From the 1790s she and her family lived amicably in Charleston with former neighbors 

from Saint-Domingue, new acquaintances from France, and Anglophone Charlestonians.  

In the 1830s, however, inquiries regarding her racial status revealed hardening lines of race 

and class. Young Doctor Schmidt’s grandmother was Anne’s daughter Marie-Adelaide 

Rossignol Dumont; his mother was Ursule Dumont Schmidt. The Rossignol family 

included Dumont’s physician husband Guillaume Dumont,4 son Blaise, and daughter 

Ursule. Dr. John William Schmidt joined the clan when he married Ursule Dumont in 

Charleston in 1810.  Their son John William Schmidt Jr was born in 1811.  Although 

Schmidt Jr lived in New York after 1833, he still had property and connections in 

Charleston nearly fifty years after his forebears had arrived there. Anne Rossignol, 

Madame and Dr. Dumont, and the Schmidts, senior and junior, left wills and other public 

documents which illustrate effects of migration: refugee status, loss of property, enduring 

bonds of family and friends, and, most importantly for this essay the place of free people 

of color in antebellum southern culture.5  

Reared in eighteenth-century cosmopolitan culture, francophone émigrés 

experienced varying degrees of difficulty assimilating in the American South.  New 

Orleans society was more welcoming to émigrés, for example, than Charleston because 

language, manners, the civil code, and racial conventions of Louisiana were recognizably 

French.6 French assimilation into South Carolina was similar to Louisiana, particularly in 

reconstructing social and family ties, and organizing cultural institutions such as music, 

theatres, schools, benevolent societies, and churches.  But South Carolina differed from 

Louisiana in fundamental ways.  The French Catholics, mixed-race women, and enslaved 

people who were part of a strong cultural milieu in Louisiana had no counterparts in South 

Carolina’s common-law, Protestant, English-speaking society. French revolutionary era 

émigrés introduced an exotic third social tier to South Carolina which was Catholic, black, 

free, and cosmopolitan. 7  The Rossignol women had resources which allowed them to 
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negotiate their status, while other free women of color -- native born and émigré -- had 

different experiences. Free blacks were required to register as ‘black’ for taxation purposes, 

without regard to public perceptions or variation of skin color. Some became ‘white’.  

Despite strenuous efforts to maintain local barriers to the Catholic assimilation and 

growing discrimination against free and enslaved people of color, francophone 

Charlestonians found ways to survive and even thrive in South Carolina’s chief port city. 

When Rossignol and her extended family arrived Charleston, South Carolina, was 

near the zenith of its power and influence.  The city’s civil and military leaders had been 

instrumental in the overthrow of British rule in the War of Independence and in shaping 

the political economy of the independent United States.  In the war’s aftermath the city’s 

flourishing commercial success and intellectual life attracted European immigrants, 

particularly French,  who brought new ideas of fashion, social life, entertainment, and 

education to one of the most polyglot cities in America.8 Beneath all this, however, 

generations of enslaved peoples’ labor fueled the society which Charleston’s privileged 

classes enjoyed.  

In 1790 South Carolina’s total population was 249,073, of which 107,094 were 

enslaved and 1801 were free. By 1800 those figures rose to a total of 345,591, of which 

146,151 were enslaved and 3,185 were free people of color.  Critical numbers rose in 1810 

the total population was 415,115, of whom enslaved people were 196,365, and free blacks 

were 4,554. By 1820 the numbers rose again: 258,475 enslaved people, and 6,826 free 

people. In 1830 enslaved people numbered 315,401 free people numbered 7,921. By the 

1860 census South Carolina’s enslaved population topped at 402,406 and free people were 

9,914 out of a total population of 703,708, which left the minority white population of 

291,388.9  

Within Charleston in the 1790 census free blacks totaled 586 and enslaved people 

were 7,684.  By 1800 the city census noted 1,024 free blacks and 9,819 slaves lived within 

the city’s limits. White Charlestonians’ numbers in these records increased from 8,089 to 

9,630 in the two census records. While the white population rose 19% in this decade, the 

free black population rose 74% due to the influx of free black émigrés. By 1810 census the 

free black total rose 151% over the 1790 figure.10 I argue that free black French émigrés 

from the Caribbean colonies contributed to this increase. 

French colonial Saint-Domingue resembled South Carolina in that both were slave 

societies that depended upon staple crop production. In fact, during the colonial era British 

officials had often identified South Carolina with Barbados, Jamaica, and the Bahamas as 

a Caribbean colony rather than a mainland one. Saint-Domingue was home to a large, 

wealthy, and self-confident free population of African descent. In contrast, Anglophone 

Charleston’s free people of color were comparatively few and largely submerged between 

whites and enslaved blacks.  Free blacks on the French island held offices in the colonial 

administration, especially the militia.11  Mixed-race families married their well-dowered 

daughters to whites, thereby strengthening interracial bonds.12 Historians estimate that 60% 
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of the population of colonial Le Cap, Haiti, were free people of color who had strong 

personal and business ties to whites.13 Island society was considered indifferent to piety 

but families acknowledged the island’s religious heritage by baptizing their children in the 

Catholic Church and emphasizing the role of godparents in their children’s lives.14  

Free women of color had distinct and active roles in island society.  Notarial records 

reveal entrepreneurial women -- among them Anne Rossignol -- making contracts, trading 

on their own account, and owning property.15  Free women of color displayed other social 

status markers, for example, travel to France and public consumption of high-status goods 

such as clothing and furnishings.16 

When the Haitian Revolution devastated the old regime Saint-Domingue white and 

mixed-race refugees fled to Atlantic ports.  As many as five or six hundred had settled in 

Charleston by the early 1790s.  Although no conclusive list of refugees’ names survives in 

official sources, there were enough French émigrés from both the Caribbean and the 

Continent interested in forming a Catholic congregation in 1790 to elect Louis Chupein, of 

Nantes, France, a warden for the Francophone community.17  Both émigré streams met 

descendants of French Huguenots in the Lowcountry, but the three groups harbored more 

differences than similarities.  Huguenots, French Calvinists who had emigrated to the New 

World in the 17th and 18th centuries, had quickly assimilated into South Carolina society 

by adopting the English language and the anti-Catholic rhetoric of the dominant Anglican 

denomination. They married into the planter class and, as part of the elite, played a 

prominent part in Carolina for generations. In many aspects of society Huguenots were no 

longer French, but British and American.18 

The two later waves of French émigrés diverged from Huguenots and from one 

another, forming robust communities which were at cross purposes with each other. They 

comprised Jacobins, nonbelievers, Catholics, monarchists, enslaved, free, and mixed race 

people who found refuge and professions in Charleston. Using membership lists of the 

Republican Society of South Carolina, the French Patriotic Society, and the subscribers’ 

list of St. Mary’s Catholic Church there was obvious cross-membership.  At least six 

members of the Republican Society were mixed race as evidence from the Brown 

Fellowship Society list. Ten members of the French Patriotic Society were members of the 

Society of the Cincinnati. Louis Chupein (barber), Gayetan Aiguier (tinsmith), Andre 

Audin (painter), and Marceline Paris (baker) were subscribers of St. Mary’s Catholic 

Church and members of the French Patriotic Society. Jean-Paul Coste, minister, French 

Huguenot Church, joined Jewish merchants Abraham Sasportas and Moses Spitzer, in the 

French Club.19 

 Émigré French brought the city livelier forms of entertainment and a more robust 

cultural life.20  By 1794 the city boasted a French coffee house, confectioners, hairdressers, 

printers, a dancing academy, and a dancing master, as well as music masters and female 

academies.  By 1801 there were three dancing masters, a fencing master, a musical 

instrument maker, five musicians, and a drawing master.21 The violinist brothers-in-law 
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Peter Fayolle and John James Heulon of Saint-Domingue were among many French 

musicians in the city. There were so many émigré instrumentalists that Fayolle established 

the Philharmonic Society, a benevolent and cultural enterprise.22 This was the sort of 

culture that Rossignol knew in Saint-Domingue and which traveled with her to Charleston. 

By 1810 the city had a large Catholic presence. A dozen or more Francophone men, 

including Jean Charles De Norroy, Antoine Barbot, Peter Esnard, Joseph Jahan, and Peter 

Fayolle emerged as community leaders. They witnessed wills and Catholic sacraments of 

baptism, marriage, and religious interments. They were executors of estates and headed 

civic organizations. Although de Norroy, a French native by way of Saint Domingue, kept 

a tobacco shop in Charleston, he had higher status on the island.23 At his death Joseph 

Assalit, formerly captain of the Royal Artillery on Saint-Domingue, instructed his daughter 

to obey Antoine Barbot, native of Bordeaux.24 Peter Laurans served on St. Mary’s vestry 

and acted frequently as a legal witness.25 Joseph Jahan, another French native by way of 

Saint Domingue, worked as an architect and builder. He led the French charitable society, 

served on the St. Mary’s vestry, and inventoried and appraised émigrés’ estates.26  John 

James Heulon of Saint-Domingue, was related to the Belony, Fayolle, Tavel, and Lecompte 

families, all of whom left Heulon an interest in their estrayed estates on the island. To 

safeguard his interests in these estates and secure possible indemnity, Heulon registered 

his titles in France and in the French consulate in Charleston.27 Jean Baptiste Chapeau of 

Saint- Domingue also left deeds for safe keeping in the French consulate.28 When Achille 

LePrince wrote his will in 1862 he carefully noted his decades-old claim to French 

indemnity through his late mother-in-law.29 When she died Madame Dumont was buried 

in St. Mary’s, among her successful fellow émigrés.  

Francophone women of color appear in various partnerships with white men, but 

both were constrained by local racial laws. Free women of color dominated Catholic 

sacramental records, a primary source that further identified individuals and family 

affiliations among the local French population.  The earliest baptismal record dates from 

1792.  It lists names of mothers and children, sponsors, husbands, wives, and their 

relationships to others in the community.  In the first thirty years 1,882 people were 

baptized. French named entries were 39% of the total. Of these 600 were white and 284 

were black. Those with French names, regardless of origin, numbered 342. The total 

number of free mothers and children with identifiable spouses were 243. Of these, 72 

individuals had surnames. Those with no surnames (slave or free) were 240. There were 

64 identified enslaved mothers with children. The remaining 542 baptized individuals were 

primarily Irish. Madame Dumont acted as godmother to two children in the congregation. 

Black Catholics, free or enslaved, were 62% of total entries. The total number of 

French and total number of blacks do not equal because not all entries of baptized blacks 

had surnames. In a racially divided society blacks were always identified as such by clergy, 

whether or not they were accorded the dignity of full identification. From this evidence we 

know the names, family affiliations and nominal religious preferences of a significant 
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segment of Charleston’s French community.30 In addition to religious sources, evidence 

from legal sources, tax assessments, and wills illuminate this population of free and mixed-

race women.31 For example, Josephine Ferret was a free widow of some means who 

sponsored her niece Mary Antoinette, daughter of her brother John Francis Ferret, a free 

man of color.  The child’s godfather was John William Daniel De Michel, a white 

physician.32 Madame Ferret’s brother Charles, a baker, was also free.  Both men paid the 

eponymous “free negro” capitation taxes in 1819.33 When white French native Francis Duc 

died he left his estate to Belsie Antoine, his housekeeper. At Belsie’s death his estate would 

devolve to their children.34  

Free people of color remade their fortunes in Charleston.  Mary Constance Rey and 

Michel Langlois of Saint Domingue arrived in Charleston before 1806 when they ran a 

boarding house on Tradd Street.35 When he died in 1832, he left his unmarried free 

daughter Marie Antoinette Langlois a modest estate which included an annual payment of 

forty francs from the French compensation fund.  She paid a capitation tax in 1822 and the 

inventory of her estate consisted of two houses and slaves in the city.36 In Saint-Domingue, 

the Belanton family had means and connections but in Charleston they lived a more modest 

life.37 The seamstresses Emilie and Fillette Belanton, free women of color, baptized their 

children at St. Mary’s. 

Wills and inventory evaluations also show patterns of responsibility and influence 

with the French community. The Rossignol-Dumont-Schmidt family for example, 

maintained their assets as well as their circle of acquaintances. Jean Prebarte, Jean Charles 

de Norroy, Joseph Jahan, for example who were often executors and legal witnesses, 

performed the same service for Anne Rossignol. In her 1806 will Rossignol  named 

executors from among her family and Charleston’s prominent and trustworthy Frenchmen: 

Jean Prebarte, a former Saint-Dominguan planter, Jean Charles de Norroy, a former officer 

in the Battalion de L’ile de Ré, French wine merchant Peter Laurans, and her daughter, 

Marie-Adelaide Rossignol Dumont. She likely had known Prebarte and de Norroy in Saint-

Domingue.38   

 Rossignol prudently secured assets and reinvested them in property, human and 

real, including structures on Crafts Wharf, Wall Street, and Gadsden Green which she gave 

to her daughter and two minor grandchildren.  She was particularly careful with the 

disposition of twenty-five enslaved people who may have accompanied her from the island. 

For example, she emancipated Marianne, a ‘griffone,’ and Marianne’s two children 

Charlotte and Brutus.39 This suggests Rossignol valued the enslaved woman beyond the 

monetary value of her enforced servitude. She provided Paul, father of Marianne’s other 

children, an opportunity to purchase these children for cash, payable to Rossignol’s 

daughter Marie-Adelaide Dumont.40 Rossignol also noted the loss of her property on St. 

Catherine Street, Cap Franҫais, Saint-Domingue, and the enslaved people there. She 

regretted the loss of real estate but did not express written regret at the loss of her enslaved 

people. The Dumont grandchildren would inherit that property if it could be regained.41 In 
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their Rossignol inventory de Norroy, Prebarte, and Charles Rotereau estimated her slaves 

and personal property in Charleston at $5,852. Cash on hand was $2,194.53. She could not 

write and signed her will with a mark.42 

Rossignol allied her daughter in 1786 in Saint-Domingue to the French physician 

Guillaume Dumont, native of Mont d’Astarac, France.43 By 1806 he was involved in 

money-lending and educational schemes in Charleston.44 His will demonstrated concern 

for his children Blaise and Ursule to whom he gave property on Crafts Wharf and Federal 

Street, although, according to Widow Rossignol’s will the property rightly belonged to her 

daughter Madame Dumont.45 He directed his daughter to live obediently with her mother 

or forfeit her inheritance. Madame Dumont’s annuity would be reduced if she remarried.46  

After distributing his real property Guillaume Dumont detailed the disposition of 

at least ten enslaved people. He gave Arsenne and her four children to his wife on the 

condition that she not sell the woman.  In addition, Madame Dumont was directed to pay 

the enslaved woman an annuity of $48 during the mistress’ lifetime. Arsenne would be 

freed at Madame Dumont’s death and then could purchase her own children. The enslaved 

woman Clarisse and her children, he directed, would not be included in his estate. It is clear 

from Dumont’s instructions he had a close connection with the two enslaved women.47 

Dumont wrote that he acted toward his wife in greatest friendship although his bequests to 

his wife of his likely concubines might be rife with tension. 

Marie-Adelaide Rossignol and Peter Laurans were Dumont’s executors. Witnesses 

were de Norroy, Charles Rotereau, and Jean Prebarte. Joseph Jahan was guardian for his 

children. The inventory of Dumont’s estate included slaves, expensive furniture, medical 

books and instruments, silver spoons and forks, clothing, and mosquito nets for the beds.  

In codicils he stipulated further that he wanted to establish a school for poor children in 

Mont d’Astarac, France, but the dislocations of the French Revolution had deprived him 

of his fortune in Saint-Domingue.48 

 Marie-Adelaide Rossignol Dumont maintained a formal, perhaps even pugnacious 

persona:  she was “Madame Dumont.”  Even in death she was known as “Madame,” 

possibly to deflect any public or private discussion of her racial mix. She died in Charleston 

in 1833 at age 83 and was buried in St. Mary’s churchyard.49   

Although she was undoubtedly of mixed race, Madame Dumont was accepted as 

white while she lived in Charleston. The racial fluidity she embodied seems later to have 

threatened social conventions and clouded her family’s prospects as white Charleston 

citizens. The language of her will reflects more than conventional Catholic piety.  She was 

baptismal sponsor to at least two free children at St. Mary’s Church.  She left her estate to 

her grandchildren, the three children of her son-in-law Dr. John W. Schmidt Sr and 

daughter Ursule Dumont Schmidt. Like her mother Anne Rossignol, “Madame” was a 

businesswoman, directing her executors to invest funds from her estate, to buy and sell 

property for profit, including twenty-one enslaved people, during the lifetime of Dr. John 

Schmidt Sr.50 The witnesses, Samuel Cromwell, James Kelsman, and George Jacoby were 
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not French and had no obvious French connections, unlike the witnesses of her mother’s 

will.  Doctors Schmidt Sr and Schmidt Jr qualified as executors of the estate which included 

Rossignol’s property on King Street, Crafts Wharf, and Wall Street, gold watches and 

coins, slaves, and cash.  Her estate was valued at $27,168.51  

Dr. Vincent LeSeigneur was also a refugee from Saint-Domingue whose 

community of acquaintances did not overlap with that of Madame Dumont, although they 

lived near each other. An obscure conflict between the two sparked legal proceedings 

which illuminated the interdependence of laws, customs, and conventions governing race, 

class, and gender in antebellum Charleston.  LeSeigneur, originally known as a 

veterinarian, had practiced medicine for decades in Charleston but only secured 

membership in the Medical Society of South Carolina in December 1830. A month later, 

January 1831, he alleged in public that Anne Rossignol, mother of Madame Dumont, was 

“an African Negro and nurse in the hospital in Goree and the Governor of Goree got Mrs. 

Rossignol with child and that child was Mrs. Dumont.”52  

The allegation publicly challenged Madame Dumont’s racial identity, thus her 

family’s identity and their established place in Charleston society.53 If Madame Dumont 

were found to be stained with negro blood all her descendants would be stained as well.  

On 6 January 1831 the Medical Society of South Carolina revoked her grandson Dr. John 

Schmidt Jr’s medical license.54  Dr. Schmidt Sr approached the Medical Society on his 

son’s behalf, and Schmidt’s attorney James Louis Petigru (1789 - 1863) presented 

documents regarding the younger man’s lineage.55  The committee denied their petition, 

saying that the documents “spoke for themselves.”56 The situation continued to absorb the 

Medical Society which sought additional legal advice on the law of race and slander.57  

Madame Dumont and John Schmidt Jr retained Thomas Smith Grimké (1786 – 

1834) and his brother Henry Grimké (1803 - 1852) as their attorneys in their suits for 

defamation against LeSeigneur. This was a prudent choice since the Grimkés were 

Lowcountry elites who epitomized through three generations the tangle of intimacy and 

legal proscription that governed relations between black and white, enslaved and free, in 

antebellum Charleston. The Grimké brothers and sisters were anti-slavery and anti-war 

advocates. Henry Grimké also had a slave mistress Nancy Weston who bore him three 

mixed-race sons. His white son Montague Grimké later sold his enslaved half-brothers out 

of the family.58 That family’s lived experience mirrored that of the Rossignol-Dumont-

Schmidt family. 

 The plaintiffs alleged LeSeigneur had ‘maliciously’ and directly defamed Madame 

Dumont and indirectly defamed young Dr. Schmidt in a way that put them on the level of 

the “colored people of the City of Charleston.” As legally defined mulattos in South 

Carolina, for example, none of the family could demand a jury trial; they could be arrested 

and confined to the Guard House if they could not produce a pass after curfew; and would 

“suffer corporeal punishment” for a host of misdemeanors and breaches of social 

conventions. In addition to the “scandal and infamy” of the imputation of Negro blood, 
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young Dr. Schmidt lost the right to practice medicine in South Carolina. He and Madame 

Dumont stated they each had been injured in the amount of $10,000.59 

The Dumont-Schmidt slander cases were filed against Dr. LeSeigneur in 1832 and 

a jury trial convened in June 1833.60 Since Madame Dumont insisted she was Paris-born, 

the Charleston court sent Peter Fayolle to verify her claims, even though her birthplace had 

nothing to do with her racial identification.61 The move may have been a legal tactic to ‘run 

out the clock’ on the case.  In her suit, Madame Dumont alleged she was a: 

  

good true faithful and honest white woman….and as such always carried governed 

and demeaned herself and had always been taken held and reputed by all her friends 

and neighbors dealers and other good and worthy citizens….to be a white woman 

of good name, fame and reputation62 

 

The Grimké brothers called witnesses to affirm Madame Dumont’s reputation as a 

white woman. Among them were the émigrés Peter Fayolle, Louis Chupein, and Charles 

Rotereau. More importantly, the attorneys called leading men of the city: William 

Robinson, attorney, Solomon Moses, city marshal, John W. Mitchell, magistrate, Dr. 

Samuel H. Dickson, and Dr. Joseph Glover. In addition, William Clark, a free person of 

color, was instructed to present the minutes of the Brown Fellowship Society to attest to 

the race of society-sponsored interments for the preceding twenty-five years.63 

Although the cause of action occurred in January 1831, the case came to trial in 

1833.  In the intervening two years the court heard additional testimony regarding Madame 

Dumont’s lineage. As a result of these delays, the statute of limitations had run out when 

the court reconvened, and the jury found for the plaintiffs.64 Neither of the plaintiffs 

recovered damages and Madame Dumont had to pay the court costs of seventy-four dollars.   

The Dumont-Schmidt cases are examples of tort by defamation by racial 

misidentification. This definition includes publication of a false statement which degrades 

an individual in the eyes of the community and deters others from dealing with them.  

Defamation of slander is a spoken false statement and libel is a written false statement.65 

The South Carolina Slave Law of 1740 guided the courts in this matter rather than case law 

as was common in other states.66   

In 1848 South Carolina jurist John Belton O’Neall recapitulated South Carolina 

racial law.  He held that if one were received in society as white then a jury may find the 

party to be white.  There were no legal definitions in the 1740 law of African and Caucasian 

identity, but O’Neall thought that less than one-eighth African heritage would qualify one 

for Caucasian identity.  If Dr. LeSeigneur, the defendant in the Dumont-Schmidt cases, had 

good reason to suspect the plaintiffs, Madame Dumont and John Schmidt Jr were in fact 

of Negro blood, then the jury could find nominal damages.  This disposition did not 

preclude the plaintiffs from proving their ‘whiteness’.67  
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The case had little actual effect on Madame Dumont who died a few months later. 

Despite the court’s decision, the imputation of mixed race ruined young Schmidt’s career 

in Charleston.  He soon settled in New York City where a controversy about racial identity 

had less resonance than in South Carolina.68  Despite the scandal, young Dr. Schmidt had 

high regard for his mother’s family.  He bequeathed treasured mementos from his great-

grandmother, grandmother, and grandfather to family members, all with strict instructions 

to cherish them in the family.69 

The extended Rossignol family’s racial circumstances illustrate the dissonance 

between Charleston’s comparatively easy conventions about race and race - mixing circa 

1800 and the state’s repressive laws against African Americans after the Denmark Vesey 

Conspiracy of 1822. The ambiguous resolution pointed to a harder future, not an 

affirmation, of long-held status quo.  Ambiguity also shielded the young doctor and his 

aged grandmother (and well-known great-grandmother) within an earlier tradition of 

acceptance of race-mixing among some levels of society.  The family was unique, but their 

connections mirrored those of other mixed-race people in all ranks of the city’s society.  
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